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π-conjugation and charge polarization in fluorene-dibenzothiophene-S,S-dioxide co-oligomers by Raman spectroscopy and quantum chemistry
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The Raman spectra of a series of fluorine (F)/dibenzothiophene-S,S-dioxide co-oligomers (S) of different length and alternation sequences in their backbones (FSF, FFSF, FSFSF, and FASAF; A is the –C≡C– bridge) have been recorded and simulated theoretically. It is shown that Raman spectroscopy is useful to probe π conjugation and ground state electron polarization in these molecules, phenomena directly related with the existence of intramolecular charge-transfer processes owing to the combination of electron donor (fluorene) and acceptor (dibenzothiophene-S,S-dioxide) groups. Their geometric, electronic, and vibrational properties have been studied by density functional theory B3LYP/6-311G(2d,p) quantum chemical calculations and compared with those for fluorene homooligomers. Comparative studies in solution/solid/melted phase led to the conclusion that the Raman wavenumbers are also sensitive to intermolecular interactions. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3526487]

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of electroluminescence in poly-p-phenylenevinylene by the Cambridge group,1 considerable efforts have been made to develop various classes of conjugated polymers and copolymers as active layers of light-emitting devices (LEDs) for display technologies2–4 and, more recently, for solid state lighting applications.5 This technology offers simpler processability of materials from solution, low cost production (compared to vacuum deposition technique), low energy consumption, and easy tunability of spectral emissions through the wide range of chemical modifications of the polymer structure. Semiconductive conjugated polymers (and low molecular weight monodisperse conjugated oligomers) are emerging materials for a wide range of applications in molecular and plastic electronics: organic field-effect transistors (OFET), organic photovoltaic cells (OPV), logic circuits, nonlinear optics, sensors, and biosensors, etc.6

Structurally well-defined and monodisperse oligomers, which are intermediate between small molecules and high molecular weight polymers, not only play an important role as model compounds for deep insight into electronic processes in conjugated polymers and understanding structure–property relationships, but also occupy their own niche as materials for organic electronics7–9 (and in the current hot area of single molecule electronics10,11).

Among many classes of π-conjugated polymers (polyphenylene, poly-p-phenylenevinylene, poly-p-phenyleneethynylenes, polythiophenes, and polycarbazoles), polyfluorenes have been recognized as unique high bandgap polymers for organic electronics and optoelectronics applications, particularly for organic LEDs.12,13 For the past decade or so of intense studies, polyfluorene homopolymers and copolymers have emerged as leading electroluminescent materials, which possess bright blue emission, high hole, and electron mobility, relatively high (for high bandgap polymers) electro- and photo- and environmental stability.2,3 Structural variations in fluorene-based copolymers allow tuning of the emission from the deep blue to the near-infrared region and modulation of many other features of these materials (valence and conducting bands levels, charge mobility, and morphology). Fluorene building blocks have also been implemented in various copolymers for applications in OFETs, OPVs, sensors, etc.

The concept of alternation of conjugated building blocks with different highest occupied molecular orbital/lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (HOMO/LUMO) energies is widely used for tuning the band gap of conjugated donor–π-acceptor copolymers and co-oligomers thereby modulating the spectral absorption/emission, electrochemical redox potentials, and charge mobilities in these materials.14 Push–pull donor–π-acceptor conjugates possess nonlinear optical properties, particularly high cross-section of two-photon absorptions (TPA), and various materials have been developed and studied for two- and three-photon absorptions, TPA fluorescence, optical limiting, and other nonlinear optics applications.15 Small energy gap donor–σ-acceptor molecules have been widely studied as unimolecular rectifiers of electrical current.16,17
The structure of the fluorene molecule (F) consists of two benzene rings coplanarized by a bridging $sp^3$ carbon atom (Fig. 1). This coplanarity gives polyfluorene greater conjugation length compared to “unbridged” polyphenylenes. Dibenzothiophene (DBT) and dibenzothiophene-S,S-dioxide (S) moieties, in which the $sp^3$ carbon atom is substituted by a sulphur atom and a sulphonyl group, respectively, are topologically similar to fluorene (Fig. 1). Dibenzothiophenene-S,S-dioxide is an electron deficient molecule due to electron-withdrawing effect of the SO$_2$ group, in fact, the carbon atom is substituted by a sulphur atom and a sulphonyl group, respectively, are topologically similar to fluorene (Fig. 1). Dibenzothiophenene-S,S-dioxide moieties have also been demonstrated. In summary, there is a critical influence of the donor-to-acceptor interaction in the properties of the excited states of these molecules which originates exploitable optical properties in technological devices. This donor-to-acceptor interaction is reflected in the ground state as well as a polarization of the $\pi$-electron cloud toward the acceptors which is the structural property that anticipated the relevant intramolecular charge transfer. In the absence of charge polarization or coexisting with it, the phenomenon of $\pi$ conjugation between the donor and acceptor units always takes place.

Among the chemical systems for which vibrational spectroscopy can provide useful structural information, poly-conjugated materials is one of the best examples. Vibrational spectra are sensitive to a wide variety of structural changes in these materials. In particular, Raman spectroscopy probes the coupling between electronic states and vibrational modes, which greatly influence the nature of the excited states involved in luminescence phenomena. This technique has been shown to be particularly useful in estimating the degree of $\pi$ conjugation in neutral oligomers and analyzing the efficiency of the intramolecular charge transfer.

As a probe of the electronic structure of these materials and owing to the interest in a better knowledge of the molecular impact of intrinsically different phenomena such as $\pi$ conjugation (due to the lateral overlapping among carbon $p_x$ orbitals) and ground state charge polarization (due to donor–acceptor nature of the interacting units), in the present work we have used Raman spectroscopy to characterize the interchromophore coupling between F and S building blocks in the co-oligomers cited above in order to establish new structure–property relationships. We have selected the oligomers FSF, FSFSF, FFSFF, and FASAF (Fig. 2) as model compounds to probe the impact in the electronic structure of structural variables such as chain length and donor–acceptor interaction. The experimental Raman spectra are interpreted with the help of density functional theory (DFT) quantum chemistry calculations. In order to investigate the effect of the S moiety in the structural properties of these co-oligomers, calculations were also performed for a series of related molecules in which this moiety is removed (Fig. 3).

II. METHODS

A. Raman measurements

Raman spectra at room temperature were recorded using a Bruker Senterra dispersive spectrometer provided with
FIG. 2. Chemical structures of co-oligomers studied in this work. DFT B3LYP/6-311G(2d,p) calculated interbenzene bond distances and dihedral angles between the moieties have been shown 9,9-dimethylfluorene substituted analogs.

an Olympus BX optical microscope. Typical experimental settings for the solid samples measurements were the following: excitation radiation at 532 nm (as generated by an Ar+ laser with 200 mW laser power), backscattering collection of the scattered radiation, spectral resolution better than 3 cm\(^{-1}\), and spatial resolution of 1 \(\mu\)m with 500 scans accumulated for each sample. Spectra of the samples dissolved in dichloromethane (DCM) were obtained using a Bruker VERTEX 70 FT system provided by a FRA106/S module for Raman measurements. Melted samples were studied using a variable-temperature cell Specac P/N 21525 coupled to the Raman module. This accessory was equipped with a copper constantan thermocouple, which allowed us to vary the temperature from \(-170\) to \(+250\) °C. In these experiments, the samples were studied with the solid dispersed in a KBr pellet and the excitation wavelength was 1064 nm as generated by a Nd-YAG laser working at 500 mW. In all the cases individual scans were examined by the recording routine before averaging, being automatically discarded when the mean intensity deviations were greater than 10% over the full interferogram length. Measurement and treatment of the vibrational spectra were carried out using the OPUS 6.5 \(\copyright\) spectroscopic software.

B. Calculation method

The GAUSSIAN03 package of programs\(^{33}\) was used for DFT quantum chemical calculations. The Becke’s three parameter (B3) \(\text{(Ref. 34)}\) gradient-corrected exchange functional was used with Lee–Yang–Parr (LXP) nonlocal correlation functional.\(^{35,36}\) Ground state electronic properties and vibrational features were obtained using the split-valence 6-311G(2d,p) basis set\(^{37,38}\) (for comparison with previous data on frontier orbital energies,\(^{18}\) some oligomers have also been optimized using 6-31G(d) basis set). The minimum energy structure (B3LYP/6-311G(2d,p)) was achieved by allowing all the geometrical parameters to vary independently. Harmonic force constants, in Cartesian coordinates, were evaluated at the ground state optimized geometry using analytical second derivatives. Raman intensities were calculated by numerical differentiation of dipole derivatives with respect to the electric field.\(^{39}\) The theoretical spectra were obtained from the DFT intensities in combination with the calculated vibrational wavenumbers uniformly scaled by factor of 0.98.\(^{40}\) Every band was represented by a Gaussian function of 20 cm\(^{-1}\) full width at half maximum (FWHM). To diminish the computation time, in calculations of fluorene and its oligomers (FSF, FSFSF, FFSFF, FASAF, FDBTF, FAFAF, F3, and F5), two hexyl (–C\(_6\)H\(_{13}\)) substituents at nine position of the fluorene rings have been replaced with shorter methyl (–CH\(_3\)) groups. Such replacement has negligible effect on the energies of frontier orbitals of oligomers, which are located on the \(\pi\) system of the backbone, while side chains are connected to the benzene rings of the fluorene moiety through nonconjugated \(sp^3\) hybridized carbon (C-9 of the fluorene).\(^{41,42}\)

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. A detailed analysis of the Raman spectrum of FSF as the reference molecule

Figure 4 shows the solid state experimental and B3LYP/6-311G(2d,p) theoretical Raman spectra of FSF...
between 1700 and 1000 cm\(^{-1}\), which is the region containing the vibrations directly coupled with the electronic structure (i.e., containing valuable structure–spectroscopic relationships). We have included as supplementary material\(^{43}\) a full list of the theoretical and experimental wavenumbers and intensities for FSF in this region together with their predicted assignments.

The main feature to be emphasized is the low number of visible Raman bands compared with the number of molecular vibrations (i.e., 3N-6, with N being the number of atoms). The spectra are dominated by a strong peak around 1600 cm\(^{-1}\), which is accompanied by a set of weak overlapped bands centered around 1300 cm\(^{-1}\). According to the ECC theory for one-dimensional \(\pi\)-conjugated chains,\(^{32}\) the Raman bands associated to the structural evolution from a benzenoid structure to a quinoid one (usually denoted as the \(8_a\) or ECC vibrational coordinate) are selectively enhanced. This is founded in the benzenoidlike character of the ground electronic state and the quinoidal-like character of the excited state pumped during Raman excitation (see the HOMO and LUMO wavefunctions in next sections to derive the benzenoid and quinoidal features). This \(8_a\) vibration always belongs to the totally symmetric species, being usually represented by a linear combination of alternating skeletal C–C and C=C stretching modes. The \(8_a\) vibration excites the electron–phonon mechanism and, as a consequence, their associated Raman bands become sensitive to the electronic property.

Going in more detail into Fig. 4, the correlations between the measured and the predicted wavenumbers were based on the Raman intensities whereas the theoretical description of the motions were deduced from the calculated eigenvectors (in Fig. 5). Table I summarizes these experimental—-to-theoretical correlations in FSF for the most significant vibrations. The most intense band was measured at 1596 cm\(^{-1}\) and predicted at 1597 cm\(^{-1}\). The associated eigenvector indicates that this vibration is largely localized at the central S moiety and describes an aromatic-to-quinoid motion of the skeletal CC bonds. The atomic displacements within the benzene rings are well fitted to the 8a vibration of the well-known Wilson’s notation in benzene\(^{44}\) thus supporting the predominance of the aromatic versus the quinoid structure for FSF.

This intense peak is accompanied by two shoulders, at 1610 and 1576 cm\(^{-1}\), which were correlated with the calculated values at 1611 and 1577 cm\(^{-1}\). In the light of their respective eigenvectors, they are assigned to C=C vibrations largely localized at the two outer fluorene moieties, with some contribution from the central dibenzothiophene group for the low frequency shoulder. None of them describe an aromatic-to-quinoid transition, which agrees with the small intensities of their Raman features.

Between 1500 and 1400 cm\(^{-1}\) we can observe some overlapped bands whose eigenvectors mostly correspond to C–H aromatic in plane bending vibrations with different locations in the molecule. The more intense Raman features were measured at 1466, 1451, 1425, and 1405 cm\(^{-1}\), related to the calculated wavenumbers at 1469, 1456, 1425, and 1407 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively. The vibrations at 1469 and 1456 cm\(^{-1}\) are fully localized on the F moieties and involve a slight contribution from the methyl bending modes. On the contrary, the band measured at 1405 cm\(^{-1}\) is assigned to C–H bending vibrations of the S group. Both the F and the S moieties contribute to the eigenvector at 1425 cm\(^{-1}\).

The Raman spectrum of FSF shows a second group of bands between 1350 and 1200 cm\(^{-1}\) that can be assigned to mixture of C–C stretches and C–H bending modes. Here, the most intense feature is a doublet with a maximum at 1283 cm\(^{-1}\) correlated with the theoretical band at 1269 cm\(^{-1}\) that describes a normal mode spreading the whole molecule. Some less intense bands are detected at both sides of this
TABLE I. Comparison between experimental and calculated Raman wavenumbers and intensities, together with the proposed assignment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FSF</th>
<th>FSFSF</th>
<th>FFSFF</th>
<th>FASAF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wn</td>
<td>wn I</td>
<td>wn I</td>
<td>wn I</td>
<td>wn I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1611</td>
<td>3 1610 w</td>
<td>1611 4</td>
<td>1609 sh</td>
<td>1607 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1597</td>
<td>49 1596 s</td>
<td>1598 173</td>
<td>1597 vs</td>
<td>1598 148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1577</td>
<td>1 1576 sh</td>
<td>1576 1</td>
<td>1575 sh</td>
<td>1576 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1456</td>
<td>1 1451 w</td>
<td>1452 1</td>
<td>1448 w</td>
<td>1450 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1 1405 w</td>
<td>1407 2</td>
<td>1405 w</td>
<td>1408 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1318</td>
<td>5 1320 w</td>
<td>1350 11</td>
<td>1339 w</td>
<td>1350 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1269</td>
<td>10 1282 m</td>
<td>1284 29</td>
<td>1283 w</td>
<td>1290 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1230</td>
<td>3 1238 w</td>
<td>1262 14</td>
<td>1263 w</td>
<td>1261 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1142</td>
<td>3 1149 w</td>
<td>1124 9</td>
<td>1139 w</td>
<td>1123 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

wavenumbers in cm\(^{-1}\).

\(s = \text{strong; m = medium; w = \text{weak; v = \text{very; sh = \text{shoulder.}}}

\(\nu = \text{stretching; } \delta = \text{bending.}

doublet, namely at 1342, 1319, 1306, 1262, and 1238 cm\(^{-1}\) that are related with the calculated wavenumbers at 1341, 1318, 1299, 1262, and 1230 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively. With the exception of the band at 1262 cm\(^{-1}\), whose associated vibration is located at the S moiety, the rest of the bands are mainly placed on the outermost F groups. At lower wavenumbers, a multiplet of bands centred at 1149 cm\(^{-1}\) is observed, which should correspond with typical normal modes as that calculated for the band at 1142 cm\(^{-1}\).

It is interesting to relate the ECC mode frequency and the electronic structure with the torsion angle around the two single CC bonds connecting the fluorenes and the dibenzothiophene dioxide, for example, in the simplest FSF case. We have calculated the HOMO–LUMO energy gap (\(\Delta E_{\text{H–L}}\)) and the Raman spectra in several conformations. The results are summarized in Table II, while the theoretical Raman spectra are included as supplementary material.\(^{45}\) It is observed that the lowest \(\Delta E_{\text{H–L}}\) and ECC frequencies are found for the fully planar structure which favors electron delocalization along the whole path from one fluorene to another. However, this conformation is not energetically stable owing to the steric repulsion between the hydrogen atoms of the benzene groups. On the contrary the conformer exhibiting a perpendicular disposition between the groups offers the worst condition for electronic communication among the three groups (highest \(\Delta E_{\text{H–L}}\) and ECC frequency). The \(\Delta E_{\text{H–L}}\) and ECC frequency on the geometry at the optimized energy indicate a good compromise as for the optimal conjugation along the whole molecular path.

B. Experimental Raman spectra

Figure 6 shows the solid state Raman spectra of the four co-oligomers, FSF, FSFSF, FFSFF and FASAF. Taking FSF as the reference molecule, the Raman spectra of the other longer oligomers (FSFSF, FFSFF, and FASAF) have been analyzed and highlighted the following features:

(i) In general, in the spectrum of FSFFF a slight reduction of the number of active bands (compared to FSF) was observed. The more intense peak (1596 cm\(^{-1}\)) and the peak seen at 1283 cm\(^{-1}\) in FSF, are both up-shifted to 1598 and 1288 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively. The multiplet with a maximum at 1150 cm\(^{-1}\) was replaced by a single and more intense band at 1136 cm\(^{-1}\). The \(I_{1596}/I_{1608}\) intensity ratio in FSFFF underwent a reduction regarding the \(I_{1596}/I_{1610}\) ratio in FSF (see Fig. 7 for a zoom of these bands). As will be discussed later, intensity relationships in this region are useful to evaluate efficient conjugation and/or electronic polarization such as previously established for fluorene and in phenylene-based oligomers and polymers.\(^{45,46}\)

(ii) In the Raman spectrum of FSFFF, a symmetrical oligomer with two S moieties and alternated F/S mode, the shoulder at 1576 cm\(^{-1}\) disappeared. Similarly to FSFF, a single band was observed at 1139 cm\(^{-1}\) (substituting the multiplet in FSF). On the contrary, two
bands at similar wavenumbers dominated the multiplet around at 1300 cm$^{-1}$.

(iii) The Raman spectrum of FASAF, the oligomers in which F and S moieties are separated by a triple −C≡C− bond bridge (A), exhibited notable changes compared to FSF. First, a band appeared at 2201 cm$^{-1}$, which was assigned to the stretching vibration of the C≡C bonds. This value was appreciably lower compared with the usual C≡C stretching wavenumber of ca. 2270 cm$^{-1}$ for non-conjugated systems\textsuperscript{47, 48} providing evidence of bond weakening in FASAF by extension of conjugation along the main molecular axis. Moreover, the most intense band (1596 cm$^{-1}$ in FSF) downshifted by 4−1591 cm$^{-1}$ and its shoulder at higher wavenumbers disappeared. At lower wavenumbers, a new band at 1569 cm$^{-1}$ emerged. The region between 1350 and 1050 cm$^{-1}$ was also considerably different compared to that of FSF, dominated by two main peaks at 1321 and 1137 cm$^{-1}$.

(iv) Figure 7(a) shows the spectral region between 1650 and 1550 cm$^{-1}$ for FSF, FFSFF, and FSFSF normalized to the methylene bending vibration of the hexyl chains, δ(CH$_2$), which appears near 1420 cm$^{-1}$ for all of them (see the assignment of the 1450 cm$^{-1}$ bands in the previous section). This vibrational mode is decoupled from the conjugational core and therefore the normalization relative to it can provide an evaluation of the Raman intensity evolution in the series. We focus our discussion in the region around 1600 cm$^{-1}$. Increased π conjugation in a homogeneous (same repeating unit) oligomeric series leads the ECC mode to largely contribute to a unique skeletal ν(C≡C/C–C) normal mode of the molecule. In consequence, the corresponding Raman band will be selectively enhanced and we will see an “apparent” simplification of the spectrum. In contrast, the spectral consequence of increasing donor-to-acceptor ICT or increasing ground state electron polarization is the appearance of bands both of the acceptor and of the donor. In summary, and as a guide, increment of π conjugation simplifies the Raman spectrum while charge polarization induces either more bands on it or, alternately, equalizes the intensities of the donor and acceptor Raman bands. We find these features in the spectra of Fig. 7, where: (i) the spectrum of FFSFF shows an equalization of the 1610/1596 cm$^{-1}$ bands which is in agreement with the most pronounced donor-to-acceptor interaction given the combination of the best donor (a bifluorene moiety) with S; (ii) in FSF the electron polarization extend decreases compared to FFSFF and the phenomenon of π conjugation dominates, thus the Raman spectrum is the simplest; (iii) FSFSF shows an intermediate situation in accordance with showing a large path of conjugation (i.e., five units) but with a electron polarization weakened by the competition of two opposed donor-to-acceptor sites acting over the central fluorene unit. This discussion is also in line with the energy gaps evolution which is reduced in the sense FSF → FSFSF → FFSFF such as it will be described in next sections.

(v) Figure 7(b) displays the FSF Raman spectra taken with several laser excitations as a representative example. The spectra are normalized regarding the same δ(CH$_2$) mode selected in the preceding section. It is observed that by approaching the laser excitation energy to the optical energy gap, an increase of the Raman activity is detected in line with the coupling between the Ya mode and the relevant electronic excitations.

C. DFT calculations: Geometric and electronic structures

To get insight of the influence of the chemical functionalities on the electronic properties of the oligomers we have performed geometry optimizations within the framework of
the DFT theory at B3LYP/6-311G(2d,p) level. Figure 8 shows the minimum energy structures of FSF, FSFSF, FFSFF, and FASAF. The first three of these co-oligomers are not planar with dihedral angles between the F and S moieties of 37.3°–38.1° (38.7° for F–F dihedral angle in FFSFF) (Fig. 2), which are very close to the dihedral angles between F moieties in fluorene homo-oligomers (38.3–38.7° for F3 and F5, Fig. 3). We have to take into account that the structures of F and S are quite similar, as demonstrated by x-ray analysis.49 Such a deviation from planarity is caused by steric hindrance between the hydrogens of adjacent moieties and surely interferes with the extension of the π conjugation and/or charge polarization along the principal molecular axis. Planarity has been observed in a S core substituted with pyridine, due to N–H interactions.24

In F/S co-oligomers, the C–C interbenzene distances of 1.462–1.465 Å in the F moieties show very small variations which depend on the position of the F fragments and, on the other hand, are similar to those for F3 and F5 homo-oligomers (Figs. 2 and 3). In the S unit this distance is somewhat larger (1.472 Å) due to the bigger size of the sulfonyl group. In this sense, the F–S and F–F inter-ring C–C distances are somewhat larger (1.480–1.482 Å). Assuming that these C–C bonds bear the relevant inter-ring electronic effect, these values, being intermediate between the single C–C and double C=C bonds, reflect the degree of interaction between adjacent aromatic benzene rings, not only inside the fused groups but also between them. These structural properties will be useful to understand the Raman frequency behavior in the series. This fact is also supported by the topology of the highest occupied molecular orbital in which the electronic density spreads over the whole molecule (Fig. 8). Yet, there are some differences in localization of the HOMO for the co-oligomers.

It is well established that for π-conjugated homo-oligomers the largest HOMO coefficients are at the central unit, with a decrease of the HOMO population toward the molecular ends. For the co-oligomers formed by units of different electronic nature, it turns out that their HOMO and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital display significant different energies and wavefunctions which depends of the sequence of the moieties in the backbone. This explains the predominant localization of the HOMO at the ends of FFSF, namely on the bifluorene donor fragments, and on the central fluorene moiety in the case of FSFSF (Fig. 8).

In contrast, in the sterically unhindered acetylene-bridged FASAF oligomer the three aromatic moieties (the two F and S) lie in the same plane. This planarity facilitates conjugation along the backbone and consequently the inter-ring C=C distance in the central S moiety becomes shorter (1.463 Å). Also, the formally single C–C connecting the two C≡C is rather short (1.419–1.420 Å) (Fig. 2; see also distances for FAFAF in Fig. 3). On the other hand, the distribution of the HOMO coefficients in FASAF is similar to that in F/S with the C≡C moiety being predominantly involved in the HOMO (Fig. 8). Overall, these structural features denote an apparent pseudoaromatic to pseudoquinoid transition in going in the series from FSF to FASAF.

A summary of the energy of the frontier orbital, the calculated HOMO–LUMO energy gaps ($\Delta E_g$) and the experimental absorption wavelengths (measured at the largest wavelength) for F and S monomers, as well as for homo-oligomers (F3, F5) and co-oligomers (FAFAF and FSF, FASAF, FFSFF, FSFSF) has been included as supplementary material. S has substantially lower HOMO and LUMO energies compared to F (by 0.87 and 0.97 eV, respectively) and this trend is also observed for F/S co-oligomers (FSF, FFSFF, and FSSF) compared to corresponding homo-oligomers F3 and F5, although the absolute differences are somewhat lower: $\Delta (\text{HOMO}) = 0.23–0.47$ eV, $\Delta (\text{LUMO}) = 0.42–0.54$ eV (Ref. 43).

Similarly, FASAF shows lower HOMO and LUMO energies compared to FAFAF (by 0.36 and 0.47 eV, respectively). The greater effect of the electron-deficient SO2 group on the HOMO (compared to its effect on the LUMO) results in contraction of $E_g$ for F/S co-oligomers versus the gap in homo-oligomers (by 0.08–0.19 eV). These energy changes upon direct interaction of the electron donor F and electron acceptor S reflect charge-transfer interactions (along the HOMO $\rightarrow$ LUMO excitation) and charge redistribution in the ground electronic state between the units in the backbone (charge polarization), following the same correlation that was deduced by the Raman data. We also compared the B3LYP/6-311G(2d,p) orbital energies calculated in this work with literature data on calculations with smaller B3LYP/6-31G(d) basis set. The use of the larger split valence basis set gives lower HOMO (by 0.17–0.23 eV) and LUMO (by 0.16–0.24 eV) energies, while both levels of theory provide an excellent...
FIG. 9. B3LYP/6-311G(2d,p) Raman spectra of the F/S co-oligomers (solid lines) compared with the experimental ones (dotted lines).

coincidence in the estimation of the HOMO–LUMO energy gaps ($\Delta E_g = 0–0.04$ eV).

D. Theoretical spectra and vibrational dynamics

The theoretical Raman spectra of the four oligomers in the complete vibrational range are depicted in Fig. 9, which shows a good agreement with the experimental spectra. On the other hand, Fig. 10 shows the calculated eigenvectors for the intense band near 1600 cm$^{-1}$ for each molecule. In the case of FASAF, where the F and S moieties were separated by $-\text{C}=$, a wavenumber downshift of 3 cm$^{-1}$ relatively FSF was observed experimentally (from 1596 to 1593 cm$^{-1}$), which was also successfully predicted by DFT calculations (from 1597 to 1591 cm$^{-1}$, i.e., 6 cm$^{-1}$ shift) (Table I). This result also probes an increased contribution of the quinoid structure in FASAF responsible of the frequency downshift. It is also in accordance with the rather low wavenumber measured for the $\text{C}=$ stretching vibration in comparison with nonconjugated triple bonds and with the shortening of the C–C inter-ring bonds discussed in the previous section. Thus, the Raman spectra evidence the role of the C–C triple bonds in extending the conjugation over the whole molecule, that is, acting as an effective transmitter of $\pi$-electrons between the units at both sides.

Figure 11 compares the theoretical Raman spectra of FSF, FFSFF, and FSFSF (again normalized to the methyl bending band near 1420 cm$^{-1}$). The intensities of the main $\text{CH}_2$-like band exhibited identical trend as in the experimental spectra [Fig. 7(a)]. We have already assigned the band at 1306 cm$^{-1}$ (calculated at 1318 cm$^{-1}$) to an aromatic C–C stretching vibration in FSF. Thus, one could expect an up-shift of this vibration with an increase of the conjugation length in the co-oligomers: passing from FSF to the five unit members, either by adding to FSF two F endcaps (FFSFF) or by attaching a FS- group to one side (FSFSF), it is observed an appreciable wavenumber up-shift of this Raman band (to 1339 and 1344 cm$^{-1}$, respectively). This result is indicative of the modulation of $\pi$ conjugation that, contrary to the double C=$C$ bonds, reinforces the C–C bonds of the central moieties.

E. FSF versus FDBTF: Theoretical Raman spectra and charge polarization

The B3LYP/6-311G(2d,p) calculated geometry of FDBTF co-oligomer is, in general, consistent with that
FIG. 12. Charge distribution in FSF and FDBTF, according to DFT B3LYP/6-311G(2d,p) calculations in gas phase.

for FSF, except for the C–C bond length between the benzene rings in the DBT unit, which is shorter (1.448 Å versus 1.472 Å in FSF, Figs. 2 and 3).

Recently we demonstrated by UV–Vis absorption and fluorescence studies that an excited state intramolecular charge transfer, existing in fluorine-dibenzothiophene-S, S-dioxide oligomers (FSF, FASAF, FFSFF, and FSFSF), as well as in (F/S)n co-polymers,19, 21, 22 completely disappeared when the electron-deficient S moiety was replaced by the dibenzothiophene moiety. Both the FDBTF oligomer and (F/DBT)n copolymers did not show ICT in their excited states, however.21 This can be understood as the sulfur atom in DBT, in contrast to the SO2 group in the S moiety, is only weakly electron withdrawing and more comparable with the carbon atom (C-9) in fluorene.

In order to study the effect of the different oxidation state of sulfur in dibenzothiophene (S versus SO2) on the ground state charge polarization (charge distribution in FBDTF and FSF oligomers) and how this affects the Raman spectra, we performed new structural optimization and force field calculations. DFT revealed that in the optimized geometries, the LUMO energy in DBT is only slightly lower than in fluorene (F) (by 0.19 eV), whereas S showed much lower LUMO energy shift (by 0.97 eV) (see Table SM2 of Ref. 43). The same trend was also observed for the trimers: LUMO energy levels for FFF, FDBTF, and FSF oligomers were –1.61, –1.71, and –2.17 eV, respectively. Similarly, the HOMO energies for FFF and FDBTF are quite close (–5.41 and –5.55 eV, respectively) while the HOMO energy for FSF is considerably lower (–5.80 eV). These resulted in lower $E_g$ for FSF compared to FDBTF and FFF (3.65, 3.84, and 3.80 eV, respectively) (Table S12). Moreover, the analysis of the charge distribution in FDBTF versus FSF revealed the differences between Mulliken charges on the different moieties. Rather small positive charges on F and small negative charge on DBT were found in FDBTF (+0.009 e–0.019 e/+0.009 e), while FSF showed more pronounced alternation in net charges on the moieties (+0.036 e–0.071 e/+0.036 e) (Fig. 12). This suggests that, compared to FSF, where the charge polarization property is relevant, in FDBTF this is negligible and the relevant interaction is π conjugative.

The theoretical Raman spectra for FSF and FDBTF are shown in Fig. 13. In general, the spectral pattern of FDBTF, compared to FSF, does not significantly change, which means again that FDBTF preserves a relevant electronic conjugation over the long molecular axis. As a consequence of this effect, from FSF to FDBTF, up-shifts of the bands at 1597 (+2), 1547 (+8) and 1269 (+7) cm$^{-1}$ and downshifts of those at 1230 (–9) and 1142 (–4) cm$^{-1}$ were observed. From a structural point of view, these data indicate the less quinoidal pattern in FDBTF due to the removing of the charge polarization term promoted by the donor-to-acceptor interaction such as seen in the charge distribution above.

F. Comparative studies of solid/solution/melted states: Raman monitoring in FFSFF

To follow the effect of intermolecular interactions on the spectral characteristics in the samples, we have studied the spectra of FFSFF in dichloromethane solution and in the solid state at room temperature, and in the melted phase over 225 °C (Fig. 14). The region around 1600 cm$^{-1}$ [$\nu_{\text{CC}}$ (S) (ECC mode) and $\nu_{\text{CC}}$ (b) Raman bands] was selected for the analysis. Spectral broadening and a lack of spectral resolution was observed in the melted and solution phases due to the distribution of molecular conformers arising from thermal heating (for the melted sample) and from solute-to-solvent interactions, respectively (see the discussion of the dihedral angles between the units). In contrast, the solid state sample demonstrated two clearly resolved and narrow bands. The maxima of these two peaks measured for solid state/solution/melted phase were found at 1598/1600/1595 cm$^{-1}$ and 1610/1610sh/1603sh cm$^{-1}$, respectively.

In the freely adopted distorted conformation of FFSFF in solution, which resulted with $\sim$37.3–38.1° dihedral angles...
IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have used Raman spectroscopy and DFT quantum chemical calculations to elucidate structure-property relationships which originate from charge polarization due to the donor-to-acceptor interaction (the same origin than the photoinduced intramolecular charge transfer) and $\pi$ conjugation along the main molecular axis. The study has focused on a series of fluorene (F) co-oligomers with dibenzothiophene-$S,S$-dioxide ($S$) moieties (FSF, FSFSF, and FFSFF), a co-oligomer containing acetylene (A) bridges (FASAF) and a co-oligomer with dibenzothiophene (DBT) moiety (FDBTF). Thus, the presence of alternating electron donating F and accepting S moieties, together with A as a bridge for electron transmission, has allowed us to investigate the effect of varying their number and relative position on the $\pi$ conjugation and charge polarization.

Within the framework of ECC theory, we analyzed the $\pi$-conjugational properties and the effect of the charge polarization along the co-oligomers backbones in the ground electronic state arising from the alternation of the electron donor and electron acceptor units. These studies suppose that the strongest Raman features have a common collective vibrational mode, which describes an aromatic-to-quinoid structural transition and consequently contains the relevant information about the evolution of the electronic property. The efficiency of $\pi$ conjugation has been described by the particular enhancement of skeletal coupled C=C stretching modes, which displayed wavenumber downshift with: (i) increasing of $\pi$ conjugation associated with the enlargement of the co-oligomer size (i.e., number of F and S units in the backbone) and (ii) with the slight quinoidization of the benzoid structures due to donor–acceptor interaction (particularly facilitated by the acetylene $\pi$ bridges which planarize the system). Comparative studies of co-oligomers with S and DBT moieties reveal the importance of charge polarization induced by the strongly electron-withdrawing SO$_2$ group, and its effect on the Raman spectra. Finally, a comparison of solution, solid state and melted phase Raman spectra for FFSFF demonstrated the importance of intermolecular interactions on the Raman vibrational properties.

In summary, we have demonstrated that the intensity and frequency of the Raman bands in conjugated fluorene-based co-oligomers are sensitive to both intra- and intermolecular effects. A combination of theoretical DFT and experimental Raman spectra has provided a deep insight into the molecular and electronic structures of these materials which are attracting considerable attention as active layers in organic electronics devices.
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